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About This Game

Amaze yourself with platonic paranoias!
Platonic Paranoia is an adventure game with an amazing story and unique puzzles.
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Story of the game
Murat tries to figure out what happened to him and his love after the ambush as they fell into an island they have never been.

The cinema device in the mysterious room acts as a portal to different time zones. His brother and friends help him remember
the incident but first he must help them get their freedom back.
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Title: Platonic Paranoia
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
BERARTS LTD.
Publisher:
BERARTS LTD.
Release Date: 17 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit | Windows 8 64-bit | Windows 10 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4570T | AMD FX 6100

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 | AMD Radeon HD 7850

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 9 GB available space

Additional Notes: 3-Button mouse is required.

English
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The most accurate physics and space simulator 'game' I've ever played. Totally recommend it.. Amtrak's Genesis locomotives
have always been some of my favorite locomotives of all time, and that model is perfectly replicated in this Trainz DLC! It's
almost as shiny and beautiful as the real thing, and the Nathan K5LA horn and the engine sound perfect! It feels amazing to haul
an Amtrak Superliner train with one of these and other locomotives!. It could get boring after a few hours, but still it has it'
feelings for the zombie resort theme.. I would love playing this again if it wasnt for unit warping im not very good at editing
files so i have no idea how to fix it and there is literally nothing on the forums and no downloads to fix it steam if your going to
allow old games on here at least make sure they work with the latest OS. This game is not that good glad i only lost 2$ on it. This
game really does surprise you. It comes off as "portal, but in 2D, and minus the sense of humor." And well, it kind of is, but it
does so much more. The puzzles get progressively harder and more complex as you get different guns, and the last sequence of
puzzles before the end is kind of just completely brain-melting. There's a surprisingly high execution factor in some cases, as
well. And this is only the normal difficulty. I've not played the game's "hard" mode but I doubt I'd be able to complete it if I did.
The graphics are kind of ugly though, all things considered, but that's a minor knock against it.. this game is good but the mouse
controll is a bit weird to get used to 7\/10
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I cannot see my Platinum Membership being activated and nothing happens when i hit the F2-F... shortcuts for teleporting,
storage or any of the above mentioned in the pack. I did get my items from the list but the Platinum Membership itself is
missing. When i hit F1 to see my membership i only have the option to buy one which means the one i should have for 90 days
is not active!. Stupid liveries, bad sound but tilting high-speed trains is cool!. Simple and a fun way to learn typing.. Qix.
Updated.
Steal parts of the board from the bouncing planets. Get as much as you can.
Highly addictive. So...be forwarned.
Best coupla bucks spent in a long time.... So even though all the content hasn't been released I thought I would give my 2 cents
on this season pass, overall it's been quite poor. It really is basic stuff that should have been in the base game but was instead cut
out to sell back and drip fed to us over many many months. I think the best way to experience the content on offer with this
season pass is to wait until all of it is released and wait for a sale. Hopefully we see this type of season pass dropped from future
entries in the Tomb Raider series but I'll hold my breath.. it has cute doggos, what else should I ask for?. Was really looking
forward to this one, but with no instructions and pushing every button on the key board. I am returning this game. Im not asking
for much like maybe a couple sentences on what to do and maybe a few key buttons. Is that so much to ask for?. I'm sorry... But
no... This is pathetic... Thank god I received it with a coupon, but even with that, it's sad...
Pro:
Has trading cards
con:
The rest (it shows I played 3-4 hours, but I just kept i running for the Pro I just mentioned )

XD sAlute!
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